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From:
To:
Cc:
Sent:
Subject:

"Anurag Shrivastava (TSG)" <Anurag.Shrivastava@YESBANK.IN>
<bikramd@globsyn.com>
"Ambarish" <ambarish@globsyn.com>
Wednesday, February 08, 2012 12:37 PM
Globsyn Support

Mr. Bikram Dasgupta,
Chairman and Managing Director
GLOBSYN INFOTECH LIMITED
401/402 Samartha Vaibhav
Off Link Road , Lokhandwala Complex
Andheri West , Mumbai -400053
Dear Bikram,
I am happy to express my appreciation for Globsyn Mumbai team which is involved in
implementation and support of Turbo Swift at YESBANK.
YESBANK is using Turbo Swift product as a gateway to SWIFT . The services rendered and
by Globsyn Mumbia Team are truly exceptional and place them on top of our favored vendor
list mainly due to their untiring effort to support the product with true ownership and
professionalism. On many occasions we have benefitted with exceptional support ,
irrespective of time and complexity of the issue, and availed a practical solution.
High energy of support team , knowledge of SWIFT , Network partners and case studies of
various scenarios with other banks are Globsyn’s core strength that make us comfortable to
approach them for any innovative thoughts related to FOREX business.
We wish Mr. Ambarish and team all the best and expect a continuation of exemplary support
in future.
Regards
Anurag
VP and Head Treasury Technology and Solutions
YESBANK
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Say YES to Greater Savings! Earn higher interest rate of 7% p.a. on YES BANK Savings Account (INDIAN RESIDENTS &
NRI – NRE/NRO). Also, NRE FD rate hiked to 9.6%.
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